
 

 

Add the suffix –ed to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.   Take 

an –e off before adding –ed ( wave + ed = waved), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. hop = hop + p + ed = hopped), change a –y for an –i before adding –ed for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. cry + i + ed = cried), just add –ed (e.g. flow + ed = flowed). 

 phone ______________________      jump _________________________ 

 key ________________________      grab _________________________ 

 slow ________________________       dry  __________________________ 

Change these words from the singular to the plural.  Remember to apply the spelling 

rules.  Add –es to words ending with; -o, -ch, -sh, -x, -s, -ss, zz (e.g. go = goes), change a –y for an –

i for words with a consonant before the –y (e.g. lady + i +es = ladies), just add –s (e.g. tray = trays). 

 potato ______________________  pansy ________________________ 

 kiss _______________________  key __________________________ 

 cross ______________________  cake __________________________ 

Write adjectives to describe a bunny (rabbit), for each of these area. 

Size (e.g. large/tiny) _______________________________________________ 

Size (e.g. skinny, chubby) ____________________________________________ 

Colour ________________________________________________________ 

Texture (e.g. soft, fuzzy) ____________________________________________ 

Character (e.g. hungry, kind) __________________________________________ 

Write verbs (actions) to explain what the cat is doing and adverbs to describe 

how the cat is doing it, e.g. slept peacefully, crept silently. 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

Write 3 interesting sentences about cats.  Remember to include commas between 

describing words (e.g. small, scrawny, dirty, rough, black and white, angry), a verb/action (crept), 

an adverb (silently) and a reason for the action (because, so) or where/a place the action happens 

(e.g. under the thorny bushes). Change the adjectives, verb, adverb and reason/ place each time. 
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Add the suffix -ing to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.   Take 

an –e off before adding –ing ( wave + ing = waving), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. hop = hop + p + ing = hopping), just add –ing (e.g. flow + ing = flowing). 

 run ________________________      ride _________________________ 

 slide _______________________      swim _________________________ 

Choose the correct past tense irregular verb for these words. 

weep _________  sweep _________ creep ________ 

run ________  sing __________ do ________ 

Add the suffix –ly to the following words. Remember to apply the spelling rules.  For 

words ending with –y where there is a consonant before the –y, take off the –y, put in an –i then 

add –ly (e.g. happy + i + ly = happily), otherwise just add –ly. 

 soft ______________________  bumpy ________________________ 

 ready ______________________  eager _________________________ 

Write adjectives to describe a witch, for each of these area. 

Size (e.g. large/tiny) _______________________________________________ 

Size (e.g. skinny, chubby) ____________________________________________ 

Appearance (e.g. old, hunched) _________________________________________ 

Appearance (e.g. dirty, wrinkled) ________________________________________ 

Character (e.g. hungry, kind) __________________________________________ 

Write verbs (actions) to explain what the witch is doing and adverbs to describe 

how the witch is doing it, e.g. cackled gleefully. 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

Write 3 interesting sentences about witches.  Remember to include commas between 

describing words (e.g. small, old, hunched, green gnarled witch), a verb/action (e.g. cackled), an 

adverb (gleefully) and a reason for the action (because, so) or where/a place the action happens 

(e.g. as she stirred the ….). Change the adjectives, verb, adverb and reason/ place each time. 
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did               

ran              

sang           

wept           

crept           

swept 



 

 

Add the suffix –er to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.       

Take an –e off before adding –er (large + er = larger), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. big = big + g + er = bigger), change a –y for an –i before adding –er for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. funny + i + er = funnier), just add –er (e.g. slow + er = slower). 

 low ________________________      high _________________________ 

 hairy ______________________      bare _________________________ 

 wet ________________________       dry __________________________ 

Add the suffix –est to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.    Take 

an –e off before adding –est (large + est = largest), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. big = big + g + est = biggest), change a –y for an –i before adding –est for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. funny + i + est = funniest), just add –est (e.g. slow + est = slowest). 

 low  ______________________  high ________________________ 

 hairy _______________________  bare _______________________ 

 wet ______________________  dry __________________________ 

Write exclaimed sentences for the given pictures.  Remember exclaimed sentences 

must start with what or how and end with an exclamation mark!                                                    

e.g. What a magnificent horse that is!                                                                                                                    

How fast that horse runs!                                                                                                                      

What a strong, speedy horse that is!                                                                                                                      

How high that horse jumps! 
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Add the suffix –ed to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.   Take 

an –e off before adding –ed ( wave + ed = waved), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. hop = hop + p + ed = hopped), change a –y for an –i before adding –ed for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. cry + i + ed = cried), just add –ed (e.g. flow + ed = flowed). 

 carry ______________________      nod _________________________ 

 race ________________________      fray _________________________ 

 bow ________________________       iron  __________________________ 

Change these words from the singular to the plural.  Remember to apply the spelling 

rules.  Add –es to words ending with; -o, -ch, -sh, -x, -s, -ss, zz (e.g. go = goes), change a –y for an –

i for words with a consonant before the –y (e.g. lady + i +es = ladies), just add –s (e.g. tray = trays). 

 pray  ______________________  place ________________________ 

 brush _______________________  buzz ________________________ 

 teddy ______________________  tomato _______________________ 

Write adjectives to describe a bear, for each of these area. 

Size (e.g. large/tiny) _______________________________________________ 

Size (e.g. skinny, chubby) ____________________________________________ 

Colour ________________________________________________________ 

Texture (e.g. soft, fuzzy) ____________________________________________ 

Character (e.g. hungry, kind) __________________________________________ 

Write verbs (actions) to explain what the bear is doing and adverbs to describe 

how the bear is doing it, e.g. growled loudly. 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

Write 3 interesting sentences about bears.  Remember to include commas between 

describing words (e.g. huge, wide, furry brow, grizzly bear), a verb/action (growled), an adverb 

(loudly) and a reason for the action (because, so) or where/a place the action happens (e.g. to warn 

the hunters away). Change the adjectives, verb, adverb and reason/ place each time. 
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Add the suffix -ing to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.   Take 

an –e off before adding –ing ( wave + ing = waving), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. hop = hop + p + ing = hopping), just add –ing (e.g. flow + ing = flowing). 

 dance _______________________      trim _________________________ 

 snow _______________________      hit _________________________ 

Choose the correct past tense irregular verb for these words. 

bring _________  dive _________ sleep ________ 

write ________ keep __________ fly ________ 

Add the suffix –ly to the following words. Remember to apply the spelling rules.  For 

words ending with –y where there is a consonant before the –y, take off the –y, put in an –i then 

add –ly (e.g. happy + i + ly = happily), otherwise just add –ly. 

 cautious _____________________  speedy ________________________ 

 nervous ______________________  weepy _________________________ 

Write adjectives to describe a dragon, for each of these area. 

Size (e.g. large/tiny) _______________________________________________ 

Size (e.g. skinny, chubby) ____________________________________________ 

Appearance (e.g. old, hunched) _________________________________________ 

Texture (e.g. dirty, wrinkled) __________________________________________ 

Character (e.g. hungry, kind) __________________________________________ 

Write verbs (actions) to explain what the dragon is doing and adverbs to 

describe how the dragon is doing it, e.g. flew gracefully. 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

Write 3 interesting sentences about dragons.  Remember to include commas between 

describing words (e.g. huge, bulky, strong, green, scaly), a verb/action (e.g. flew), an adverb 

(gracefully) and a reason for the action (because, so) or where the action happens (e.g. through the 

cloudless sky towards…). Change the adjectives, verb, adverb and reason/place each time. 
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flew            

kept             

dove           

brought      

wrote          

slept  



 

 

Add the suffix –er to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.       

Take an –e off before adding –er (large + er = larger), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. big = big + g + er = bigger), change a –y for an –i before adding –er for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. funny + i + er = funnier), just add –er (e.g. slow + er = slower). 

 short _______________________      tall _________________________ 

 furry ______________________      fine _________________________ 

 fit  ________________________       fluffy __________________________ 

Add the suffix –est to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.    Take 

an –e off before adding –est (large + est = largest), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. big = big + g + est = biggest), change a –y for an –i before adding –est for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. funny + i + est = funniest), just add –est (e.g. slow + est = slowest). 

 short  ______________________  tall ________________________ 

 furry _______________________  fine _______________________ 

 fit ______________________  fluffy _______________________ 

Write exclaimed sentences for the given pictures.  Remember exclaimed sentences 

must start with what or how and end with an exclamation mark!                                                    

e.g. What a beautiful princess she is!                                                                                                                    

How gracefully the princess dances!                                                                                                                      

What a brave speech the princess made!                                                                                                                      

How elegantly the princess rides her horse! 
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Add the suffix –ed to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.   Take 

an –e off before adding –ed ( wave + ed = waved), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. hop = hop + p + ed = hopped), change a –y for an –i before adding –ed for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. cry + i + ed = cried), just add –ed (e.g. flow + ed = flowed). 

 bag ______________________      growl _________________________ 

 pray ________________________      scurry _________________________ 

 glow ________________________        cage __________________________ 

Change these words from the singular to the plural.  Remember to apply the spelling 

rules.  Add –es to words ending with; -o, -ch, -sh, -x, -s, -ss, zz (e.g. go = goes), change a –y for an –

i for words with a consonant before the –y (e.g. lady + i +es = ladies), just add –s (e.g. tray = trays). 

 dish  ______________________  dog ________________________ 

 curry _______________________  clap ________________________ 

 boy ______________________  bunch _______________________ 

Write adjectives to describe a dog, for each of these area. 

Size (e.g. large/tiny) _______________________________________________ 

Size (e.g. skinny, chubby) ____________________________________________ 

Colour ________________________________________________________ 

Texture (e.g. soft, fuzzy) __________________________________________ 

Character (e.g. hungry, kind) __________________________________________ 

Write verbs (actions) to explain what the dog is doing and adverbs to describe 

how the bear is doing it, e.g. chased happily after its big, round, blue ball. 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

Write 3 interesting sentences about dogs.  Remember to include commas between 

describing words (e.g. big, lean, smooth, sleek, strong, black), a verb/action (chased), an adverb 

(happily) and a reason for the action (because, so) or where/a place the action happens (e.g. after 

his ball at the park). Change the adjectives, verb, adverb and reason/ place each time. 
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Add the suffix -ing to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.   Take 

an –e off before adding –ing ( wave + ing = waving), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. hop = hop + p + ing = hopping), just add –ing (e.g. flow + ing = flowing). 

 skip _______________________      wave _________________________ 

 jump _______________________      sit _________________________ 

Choose the correct past tense irregular verb for these words. 

stand _________  throw _________ bite ________ 

hit ________  see __________ grow ________ 

Add the suffix –ly to the following words. Remember to apply the spelling rules.  For 

words ending with –y where there is a consonant before the –y, take off the –y, put in an –i then 

add –ly (e.g. happy + i + ly = happily), otherwise just add –ly. 

 cheeky _____________________  dangerous _____________________ 

 greedy ______________________  graceful _______________________ 

Write adjectives to describe a giant, for each of these area. 

Size (e.g. large/tiny) _______________________________________________ 

Size (e.g. skinny, chubby) ____________________________________________ 

Appearance (e.g. old, hunched) _________________________________________ 

Texture (e.g. dirty, wrinkled) __________________________________________ 

Character (e.g. hungry, kind) __________________________________________ 

Write verbs (actions) to explain what the giant is doing and adverbs to describe 

how the giant is doing it, e.g. stomped thoughtlessly. 

1. ___________________________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________________________ 

Write 3 interesting sentences about dragons.  Remember to include commas between 

describing words (e.g. enormous, straggly, grubby, ancient, forgetful), a verb/action (e.g. stomped), 

an adverb (thoughtlessly) and a reason for the action (because, so) or where the action happens 

(e.g. across the ….). Change the adjectives, verb, adverb and reason/place each time. 
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grew          

saw             

threw         

bit                

hit                

stood  



 

 

Add the suffix –er to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.       

Take an –e off before adding –er (large + er = larger), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. big = big + g + er = bigger), change a –y for an –i before adding –er for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. funny + i + er = funnier), just add –er (e.g. slow + er = slower). 

 smooth _____________________      rough _________________________ 

 wise ______________________      sunny _________________________ 

 windy  ______________________        rude __________________________ 

Add the suffix –est to the following words.  Remember to apply the spelling rules.    Take 

an –e off before adding –est (large + est = largest), double the last letter of words with a short 

vowel (e.g. big = big + g + est = biggest), change a –y for an –i before adding –est for words with a 

consonant before the –y (e.g. funny + i + est = funniest), just add –est (e.g. slow + est = slowest). 

 smooth  _____________________  rough ________________________ 

 wise _______________________  sunny _______________________ 

 windy ______________________  rude _______________________ 

Write exclaimed sentences for the given pictures.  Remember exclaimed sentences 

must start with what or how and end with an exclamation mark!                                                    

e.g. What a beautiful princess she is!                                                                                                                    

How gracefully the princess dances!                                                                                                                      

What a brave speech the princess made!                                                                                                                      

How elegantly the princess rides her horse! 
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